
 

 
 
 
Mt Cloudsley to Mt Enys traverse, Castle Hill Conservation Area 
 
 
The Craigieburn Range provides ample opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts. The two highest peaks are Mt 
Enys (2194m) and Mt Cloudsley (2107) and a great day trip involves a loop connecting these two peaks. It’s 
an honest day walk involving around 1900m of total climbing and 20km distance, but you’ll be well-rewarded 
for your efforts with panoramic views of the Canterbury high country and the Southern Alps.  
Starting behind Castle Hill Village, the Hogs Back Track leads to a high terrace. The route then branches off 
the track onto Long Spur, the obvious spur on the left. It is aptly named; by the time you reach Mt Cloudsley at 
the end of this spur, you will have covered more than more 1300m of ascent. There’s nothing too steep though 
and it’s a nice mix of tussock and scree with a bit of easy scrambling at the top. From Cloudsley, a broad flat 
ridge with gentle undulations leads 3km south to the high peak of Mt Enys. 
The descent route is over the rocky peak of Carn Brea and then down the soft scree of Dead Man Spur. The 
last 200-300m into Whitewater Creek is steep. 
From here, cross the saddle to the west of Leath Hill and drop into the head of Thomas River. A well-cut track 
(but no markers) leads through the forest on the true right of the stream.  
Emerge at the St Andrews School Lodge, a short walk from the car park. 
 
 
Wild File 
Access Hogs Back Track, Castle Hill Village 
Grade Moderate-difficult 
Time Car park to Mt Cloudsley, 3-4hr; To Mt Enys, 1-2hr; To car park via Whitewater Stream, 4-5hr 
Distance 17.4km 
Total Ascent 1966m 
Map BW21, BW20 

 
 

Elevation Profile 
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Disclaimer: While every effort has been made to map this route correctly, Wilderness does not accept responsibility for any errors. Users should plan their routes and gather as much 

information as possible before departing. The GPX file associated with this route has been drawn using Memory-Map software, version 6. Use descretion when following the route, 
especially when no track is marked on the map. The GPX file in these cases are a ‘best guess’ of the route only. Users should use a combination of GPS, visual observations, maps 

and compass to find the best possible route. Memory Map shows purple tracks and hut icons as verified routes and huts. Red or blue routes are those drawn by Wilderness.  
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